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Setup Instructions- 
Goanna Portable Laptop Tray 

Versatile and adaptable, the Goanna Laptop Tray can be used in many different situations.  

On a desk, a sofa, or even in bed. The unique stepped leg design of the Goanna enables it to be 

adapted to many different positions. Whether working from home, travelling, or really working 

from anywhere, the Goanna can provide you with good ergonomics in many different situations. 

    

 

 

      

 

Adjustment Button Various Set-up Positions 
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Setup Steps: 

The Goanna has 3 main parts (2 legs and 1 tray). Each leg has 3 segments. The legs are adjusted by 
pressing in on the silver adjustment buttons that are located between each segment. 

 
Product Code: UP-G LR 

 
Adjusting the legs 

Segment 1 

1. Locate the round silver adjustment button (which is flat against the surface) on 
segment 1. 

2. Press and hold this button firmly with one hand while pushing the leg segment 
downwards. Ensure the button clicks into place. 

Take note of the degrees you have set for this segment as you will repeat these steps 
for the opposite leg. 

Segment 2 

1. Locate the round silver adjustment button on segment 2. 

2. Press and hold this button firmly with one hand while pushing the leg segment 
downwards. Ensure the button clicks into place. 

Take note of the degrees you have set for this segment as you will repeat these steps 
for the opposite leg. 

Segment 3 

1. Locate the round silver adjustment button on segment 3. 

2. Press and hold this button with one hand firmly, and move the tray to your desired 
location. Ensure the button clicks into place. 

Take note of the degrees you have set for this segment as you will repeat these steps 
for the opposite leg. 

 

 


